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Gen. O'Dwyer to Direct War Refugee Program

By the Associated Press.

Resignation of John W. Pehle as executive director of the War Refugee Board and appointment of Brig. Gen. William O'Dwyer as his successor was announced last night. Mr. Pehle resigned because of press of his duties as assistant to the Secretary of the Treasury, the announcement said. It added that Gen. O'Dwyer is being returned to inactive status by the War Department to permit him to take the new assignment. Gen. O'Dwyer recently returned from Italy, where he served with the Allied Control Commission.

The War Refugee Board is a joint venture of the Secretaries of State, Treasury and War. It seeks to protect civilian refugees in Nazi-occupied Europe.
It Has Saved Thousands Of Refugees, But As It Nears End Of Its Work, The Verdict Is: Too Little and Too Late

By Murray Frank

RECENT military developments in Europe have practically doomed for a time all the economic activities of the War Refugee Board. There is no question of aircraft wind-up or of the Board's function and its activity is now the matter of concern to those interested in humanitarian aid to victims of war. The Board was established to act as an administrative arm of the United States Government to facilitate the transportation of refugees from Nazi-occupied Europe to the United States and other Allied countries. With the exception of a few thousand people who have managed to escape through the channels of the Board, the Board's activities have been practically confined to the movement of refugees from Nazi-occupied Europe to the United States and other Allied countries.

Sympathy, But No Help

It is difficult to see how the Board can make its function effective in the face of present enemy activity. The Board's chief problem is to find means of transportation for 100,000 refugees who are in need of immediate relief.

Poor Psychology

The Board's greatest problem is psychological. The Board is trying to help a people whose governments have been destroyed, but it is not clear how the Board can make its function effective in the face of present enemy activity. The Board's chief problem is to find means of transportation for 100,000 refugees who are in need of immediate relief.
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Secretary of State Cordell Hull, Secretary of the Treasury Henry Morgenthau, Jr., and the Attorney General, Harry M. Daugherty, have been the Board's most active members.
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Disappointing Results

The War Refugee Board has now been in existence for about nine months—really not a long time when one considers the magnitude and complexity of the problem. But these are unusual times, when even the most expert political analysts and historians are at loss to predict with accuracy the outcome of policies and programs. It is believed that the Board has made significant progress in meeting its objectives, and that the relief of refugees is being handled with care and efficiency. However, the Board is aware of the difficulties and challenges it faces, and is committed to continue its efforts until a satisfactory resolution is reached.

The Board's achievements have been significant, and include the establishment of refugee camps and settlements in various countries, as well as the provision of food, shelter, and medical care to those in need. The Board has also worked closely with other agencies and organizations to coordinate relief efforts and ensure that resources are used effectively.

While the Board's work has been praised, it is also clear that there are still many challenges to be overcome. The scale of the problem is massive, and the Board is aware that it will take time and patience to achieve its goals. The Board is committed to continue its efforts until a solution is found, and to work closely with other organizations to ensure that those in need receive the assistance they require.

Some WRB Achievements

- The Board has established refugee camps and settlements in various countries, providing shelter and medical care to those in need.
- The Board has worked closely with other agencies and organizations to coordinate relief efforts.
- The Board is committed to continue its efforts until a solution is found, and to work closely with other organizations to ensure that those in need receive the assistance they require.

While the Board's work has been praised, it is also clear that there are still many challenges to be overcome. The scale of the problem is massive, and the Board is aware that it will take time and patience to achieve its goals. The Board is committed to continue its efforts until a solution is found, and to work closely with other organizations to ensure that those in need receive the assistance they require.
House Rejects Salary Increase For Congress

By VIRGINIA PASLEY

The House yesterday turned down a proposal to give members' salaries $2,000 and clerical allowances $2,000 as it debated the $410,000,000 defense appropriation bill reported out this morning with Administration estimates trimmed by 15 per cent.

Covering everything from control of the Bureau of Education to secret research work on robot bombs and the new B-36—the largest air planes that has ever been adopted in this country—the chief item on the list is $20,000,000 for the Navy, most of it for the bureau of yards and docks.

Salary Increase Fails

The attempt to add a rider increasing salaries and allowances for Members of Congress failed after both Representative Collin (D), of New York, and Representative Cochran (D), of Missouri, had presented amendments.

The bill as written by the Appropriations Committee contains legislative clauses hitting at the President's power to create emergency agencies without congressional approval. It provides that any money spent by such agencies as the War Finance Board and the Conference of Allied Ministers of Education in London the Department from the President's executive field.
Jews' Torture 'Unbelievable'

Washington, Dec. 6—Persecution of Jews in Europe is "so terrible as to be almost unbelievable," a House Appropriations Committee has been advised by John W. Pehle, director of the War Refugee Board.

Pehle's statement, disclosed today in publication of testimony on a catch-all bill before the committee, said there could be no doubt "of the extermination policy carried on by Germany" against Jews.

Added Funds Approved

A $15,324,712 measure supplementing funds already provided for miscellaneous agencies was recommended by the House Appropriations Committee. It will be to an estimated $63,000,000 the new funds voted by Congress this year.

Over half the new bill's total, $26,000,000, was earmarked for the Navy.

Also approved were a number of items, aggregating $17,599,000 for the collection of statistics, for the construction and operation of hospitals and domiciliary facilities for the use of rapidly returning war veterans, the committee voted the Veterans Administration $10,071,000 to augment funds provided earlier this year for that purpose.

Special to The Post
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PEHLE IN OLRICHS TREAURY POST

Washington, Nov. 30. — Secretary Henry Morgenthau has assigned to John W. Pehle, Assistant to the Secretary, supervision over the Treasury's Procurement Division.

Mr. Pehle succeeds Ernest L. Olrich, who has returned to active duty as president of Montgomery Ward, Inc., of Minneapolis, Minn.

The activities of Procurement Division are dual in character. One office, headed by Clifton J. Mack, purchases materials and goods for Lend-Lease and Government use.

Another office, the Office of Surplus Property, handles disposal of consumer goods declared surplus by the armed forces.

Mr. Pehle has been with the Treasury Department for more than 10 years. His former duties included direction of the Foreign Funds Control, which has control of over 7 billion dollars of foreign assets in the United States. He is also executive director of the War Refugees Board in which position he will continue to serve.
New Treasury Surplus Head

Washington, Nov. 30 — Secretary Henry Morgenthau has assigned to John W. Pehle, Assistant to the Secretary, supervision over the Treasury's Procurement Division. Mr. Pehle succeeds Ernest L. Ohlrich, who has returned to active duty as president of Munisingwear, Inc., of Minneapolis, Minn.

The activities of Procurement Division are dual in character. One office, headed by Clifton E. Mack, purchases materials and goods for Lend-Lease and Government use. Another office, the Office of Surplus Property, handles disposal of consumer goods declared surplus by the armed forces.

Mr. Pehle has been with the Treasury Department for more than 20 years. His former duties included direction of the Foreign Funds Control, which has control of near $7 billion of foreign assets in the United States. He is also executive director of the War Refugee Board in which position he will continue to serve.
Peidle Chosen to Head Disposal of Army-Navy Surplus for Treasury

WASHINGTON (D.P. The Treasury's job of disposing of billions of dollars worth of surplus goods was put under the supervision of John W. Peidle, a lawyer. Indications are that another man, possibly with merchandising experience, will be appointed to carry out the big selling operation under Mr. Peidle's direction.

Mr. Peidle succeeds Ernest L. Olness, president of Waring & Co., who was in charge of operating store in the Office of Surplus Property. Mr. Olness has resigned to go back to his company.
The Federal Diary

By Jerry Klutz

The appointment of John W. Pehle to head up the surplus consumer war goods unit at Procurement takes him out of the running as assistant director of the Budget Bureau. Pehle gets one of the toughest jobs in Government. His office will need a staff of more than 10,000 to sell the surpluses. Cor-rington Gill of the Committee for Contested Production Areas now has support for the budget vacancy. His committee will hold on January 1. Chairman Downy will build up his Senate Civil Service Committee. His clerk after January 1 will be Eleanor Jackson, who is now an assistant attorney general for the State of California. And yesterday he asked the Senate to give him an assistant clerk to be paid $3200. Downy has plans to give his committee some real life.
John W. Pehle, Treasury Aide, To Supervise Surplus Selling

By the Associated Press

The Treasury's job of disposing of billions of dollars worth of surplus goods was put yesterday under the supervision of John W. Pehle & his division of surplus property. This division will also handle the double function of buying goods for Government agencies and disposing of surplus property sold to the public.

Indications are that another man, possibly with merchandising experience will be appointed to carry out the big selling operation under Pehle's direction. When Pehle was asked about this he only commented that "no appointment has yet been made."

Pehle's assistant to the Secretary has been in the Treasury 10 years. He was given supervision over the whole procurement division by Secretary Stimson. Pehle will continue to serve as an executive director of the War. The buying function of the procurement division is headed by Clifton E. Mack, as director of procurement.
WASHINGTON, Nov. 30 (AP).—John W. Pehle, assistant to Henry L. Morgenthau Jr., Secretary of the Treasury, has been named to supervise the Treasury's procurement division. He succeeds Ernest C. Gilich, who has returned to his post as president of Minnig Supply Inc., of Minneapolis. Whether Mr. Pehle will have charge of the recently organized office of surplus property, as Mr. Gilich did, or whether some one else will be appointed under Mr. Pehle's supervision has not been learned.

The O. E. P. disposed of consumer-type goods declared surplus by the armed forces. Mr. Pehle will continue as executive director of the War Mediation Board. He had been with the Treasury Department more than ten years.
Peale to Direct Surplus Disposal
Treasury Official Likely to Name Merchandising Expert for Selling

WASHINGTON, Nov. 30 (AP)—
The Treasury’s job of disposing of billions of dollars worth of surplus goods was put today under supervision of John W. Peale, a lawyer.

Indications are that another man—possibly with merchandising experience—will be appointed to carry out the big selling operation under Peale’s direction. When Peale was asked about this, his only comment was that “no appointment has yet been made.”

Peale, assistant to the secretary, has been in the Treasury ten years. He was given supervision over the whole Procurement Division by Secretary Morgenthau. This division has the double function of buying goods for Government agencies and disposing of surpluses of Army-Navy goods sold to the public.

Peale succeeds Ernest L. Olrich, president of Munsingwear, who is now operating chief of the Office of Surplus Property. Olrich has resigned to go back to his company.

Peale will continue to serve as executive director of the war refugee board.

The buying function of the procurement division is handled by Clifford E. Beck, as Director of Procurement.
Pehle Named to Succeed Olrich

WASHINGTON—John W. Pehle, assistant to Secretary Morgenthau, has been given supervision over the Treasury's procurement division.

He succeeded Ernest L. Olrich, who has returned to his position as president of Munsingwear, Inc., of Minneapolis.

Whether Pehle will have charge of the recently organized office of surplus property as Olrich did, or whether someone else will be appointed under Pehle's supervision, has not been learned. The OTP disposed of consumer-type goods declared surplus by the armed forces.

Pehle will continue as executive director of the war refugee board. He has been with the treasury department more than ten years.
The Evening Star
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Pehle Heads Treasury's Procurement Division

By the Associated Press.

John W. Pehle, assistant to Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau, has been given supervision over the Treasury's Procurement Division. He succeeded Ernie St. Leach, who has returned to his position as president of Montgomery Ward of Minneapolis.

Whether Mr. Pehle will have charge of the recently organized Office of Surplus Property as Mr. St. Leach did, or whether some one else will be appointed under Mr. Pehle's supervision, has not been learned.

Mr. Pehle will continue as executive director of the War Finance Board. He has been with the Treasury Department more than 10 years.
Procurement Post to Pehle

Washington, Nov. 30—Secretary Morgenthau today announced that John W. Pehle, assistant to the secretary and executive director of the War Refugee Board, had been assigned to supervision over the Treasury's Procurement Division. Pehle succeeds Ernest C. Orlin.

The activities of Procurement Division are dual in character. One office, headed by Clifton E. Mack, purchases materials and foods for lend-lease and government uses. Another office, the Office of Surplus Property, handles the disposal of commercial goods declared surplus by the armed forces.
Washington, Nov. 22. The War Refugee Board—about which some people have feared might be prematurely abolished under the Russell amendment prohibiting executive agencies from continuing more than a year without Congressional approval—is going to stay on the job as long as there's a war on in Europe.

The board, composed of Secretaries Hull, Stimson and Morgenthau, in submitting to the deficiency sub-committee of the House Appropriations Committee, now in session, a request for $150,000, is submitting to the Congress rather than to the President, for its finances.

The Board's executive director, John W. Pehle, estimates that this amount will be sufficient to meet WRB requirements for salaries, supplies and other expenses through June, it necessary.

Thus far, no Congressional opposition to such a grant is in prospect—certainly not from any sources acquainted with the WRB's activities.

As a matter of fact, however, it had looked until recently as though there would be little or no reason for extending the life of the Board beyond the prescribed period.

Less than two months ago, for instance, Victory-in-Europe day seemed so much closer at hand than it does now that Pehle, at a press conference, indicated the WRB work was just about done; and, at the same conference, Ira Hirschmann, who had been representing the board in the Middle East, announced his return to private life on the ground that his assignment—that of arranging to funnel out Balkan refugees via Turkey—had virtually been completed.

Both Pehle and Hirschmann made it clear at the time, though, that the WRB couldn't really call it quits so long as there were still any Jews or members of other persecuted minorities to be rescued, if possible, from areas still occupied by the Nazis—such as Germany itself, Poland, Hungary, Slovakia, etc.

There still are, and there will continue to be—until V-Day itself. And, though their numbers are far smaller (growing smaller and smaller each day under the Nazi extermination program) and the difficulties of getting them out of these territories are far greater than they were in the Balkans generally, the WRB will continue to maintain its staffs here and abroad and to do all it possibly can to further rescue activities.

IRA HIRSCHMANN
Once the European war is over, however, and there are no more "occupied" territories, the WRB will quietly fold its books, close its doors and go out of existence.

As the Board's prospective demise nears, considerable pressure is being brought by various interested groups to make it a permanent government agency, so as to insure continuation of some of the work it has been doing, both directly and indirectly, in behalf of persecuted minorities all over the world.

Its educational value alone, for example—the role it has played in promoting sympathy, understanding and active assistance, within the U. S. itself as well as abroad, for the victims of oppression—is regarded as inestimable.

But, contrary to the tendency in most government agencies, the WRB's members and administrative personnel look upon the office and its functions as strictly emergency affairs—and, after the emergency has passed, they have no desire to be "perpetuated."

At their first meeting here Economic Stabilizer Fred Vinson told WLB member Frank Graham the story of a remarkable inning of baseball in which he played, as shortstop for Centre College, against the University of North Carolina, of which Graham is now president, back in 1909.

On the first pitched ball, Vinson singled. On the next two balls, two more Centre men safely bunted, filling the bases. On the fourth pitched ball, the batter grounded to short, the shortstop threw to second, the second baseman threw to first, and, after Vinson had crossed the plate, the first baseman threw to home, catching the man who had been on second and retiring the side. All, Vinson stressed, on four pitches!

Graham listened to the story and then said quietly: "Yes, I remember that inning very well. I was sitting on the bench at the time—as a substitute for North Carolina."
HENRY MORGENTHAU JR. - THE VOICE BEHIND THE WAR REFUGEE BOARD

BY MIRIEL LEVIN
Copyright, 1944, Jewish Telegraphic Agency, Inc.

WASHINGTON--

It is not generally known, but Henry Morgenthau, Jr., for twelve years Secretary of the Treasury, is the weighty voice behind the War Refugee Board.

A tall, shy man whose relations with the press — and consequently the public — have been awkward, Morgenthau is the type of administrator who fosters initiative in his subordinates and manages to maintain the whipcord throughout. Legendary are the daily meetings of his "9:30 group," gathered at a round table every morning, each of his assistants in turn has a chance to voice his problems and gripes, and the group, very much dominated by Morgenthau, seeks ways out of dilemmas.

It was not at one of those meetings that the idea of the War Refugee Board was advanced, according to Herbert B. Gaston, Senior Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, upon whom Morgenthau leans heavily for public relations. But it might well have been, and it was this willingness to listen to his underlings that resulted in his being approached by a group of young Treasury Department aides, among whom were Randolph Paul, then general counsel, and John W. Pehle, a special assistant in charge of the foreign funds control.

They knew, too, that Morgenthau, son of a distinguished Jewish lawyer and philanthropist, who made a fortune in Bronx real estate, has had a well-developed "social conscience" since his teens when his desire to improve social conditions drew him to work at the Henry Street Settlement in New York. Later, when he had foreclosed real estate and was looking for farming in upstate New York, he and his young wife, Elinor Patman, a niece of the Lehmans, furnished an old Fishkill Township with its first clinic, organized a small mobile library, and ran a crusading farm magazine.

Appalled by the terror in Europe, brought into focus for them through their dealings with refugees here whose funds they controlled, the Treasury Department aides broached to Morgenthau the idea of U. S. action to save the Jews from the fate decreed by the Nazis. They talked fast and often — and sold Morgenthau the bill of goods. He agreed to talk to the President.

The Roosevelts and the Morgenthau's have been friends for more than thirty years. In 1912 when Roosevelt was a New York State Senator, Morgenthau, Sr., whom Wilson later appointed U. S. Ambassador to Turkey, was chairman of the finance committee of the Democratic National Committee. It was at Democratic headquarters in Manhattan, then, that the two men met, and they began to see a good deal of one another a few years later when both were country squires in Dutchess country. All during Roosevelt's serious illness the Morgenthau's were around. Then, in 1928, Morgenthau participated in gubernatorial campaign tours, and went to Albany with Roosevelt, first to head his Agricultural Advisory Committee, which drafted farm-relief measures, and later to act as Conservation commissioner. He followed Roosevelt to Washington in 1933 as chairman of the Federal Farm Board. He quickly consolidated all government farm lending agencies into the Farm Credit Administration, which soon was lending millions to farmers.

He became Roosevelt's Secretary of the Treasury in January, 1934, when Secretary Woodin resigned because of ill-health just three months after Morgenthau had been appointed Under-Secretary of the Treasury. His relations with his boss have continued to be intimate, despite the "models of formality" by which he communicated with the White House. Both families visit one another and make merry together.

Just how Morgenthau convinced his old friend is something that he has not revealed. But on January 23, 1944, the President set up by Executive Order a War Refugee Board consisting of the Secretary of State, the Secretary of the Treasury and
the Secretary of War, to rescue from the Nazi as many as possible of the persecuted minorities of Europe. He stressed that "It was urgent that action be taken at once to forestall the plan of the Nazis to exterminate all the Jews and other persecuted minorities in Europe."

Appointed acting executive director was one of the young Treasury Department aides, John W. Fehl, whom Morgenthau granted leave of absence from his regular post. The WH office was set up in the Treasury Department building, and drew much of its personnel and equipment from that Department.

Whether or not Morgenthau directly directs the day-to-day policy is a moot question, but the Secretary is kept fully informed of what is going on at every moment. There is little doubt that he of the three Board members plods, hawks, fights for the WH. When the President’s policy on immigration to the United States appeared a little hazy, Morgenthau and Fehl were seen crossing the street from the Treasury Department to the side entrance of the White House. Next press conference, the President’s policy on immigration to the United States appeared a good deal less hazy, and in the not too distant future he announced the establishment of Fort Ontario as an "emergency refugee shelter." One thousand refugees were to be admitted to the United States as a talking point before the rest of the world, for the WH had been severely hampered by having our country’s failures thrown in its face.

When it appeared that something might be done for the Hungarian Jews through Admiral Horthy’s offer to the International Red Cross to release those with entrance visas to Palestine and elsewhere, the British provided bottlenecks. Morgenthau, on a tour of war theaters to investigate currency matters, tied himself to the top man in England and talked turkey. In short order, the United States and Great Britain issued a statement accepting Horthy’s offer. Unfortunately, mass deportations were resumed after a shake-up in the Hungarian cabinet, and so his efforts appear to have been of little avail.

Meanwhile, the progress of the war in Europe has been solving many of the War Refugee Board’s problems. Employees are optimistically betting that they will be out of jobs within a few months, for the fall of Hitler means finals for the War Refugee Board.

But it looks very much as though Morgenthau may remain in Washington for another four years. Anyway, the odds are with him.
Roosevelt, who recently spent his vacation of several weeks on the estate of the Jew Baruch, and to whom the Jewish senator Cellar referred as the Moses of the Twentieth Century, has once again demonstrated through the establishment of the War Refugees Board to what great extent he stands in the service of world Jewry and that he really deserved the homage rendered him by the Jews.

Inasmuch as the War Refugees Board operates directly under Roosevelt and is responsible to him only, but in reality was set up to look after Jewish interests, it is only proper not only to throw light on the aims and purposes of this "Government Agency" but also to call attention to its origin.

At Roosevelt's instigation a conference took place from July 8 to July 15, 1938 in the Swiss town of Evian at which the refugee problem was discussed and in which representatives of European and American governments participated. The result failed to satisfy the Jews who held Lord Winterton, the head of the British Delegation, primarily responsible for this outcome. The outward visible result of the negotiations was the creation of a committee, called the Inter-Government Committee, which was charged with the task of carrying out a definite program.

However, the Jews were by no means satisfied with the work of this committee. Through their excellent contacts with President Roosevelt they succeeded in having him call a second refugee conference which met in Bermuda towards the end of 1942 and which announced that it "formulated recommendations which, however, for military reasons could not be made public." Apparently, the results were so secret that they were withheld even from Roosevelt, for in August of last year he announced that a new refugee conference would meet in London. These negotiations took place at the end of March 1944. The American delegation was headed by Under Secretary for Foreign Affairs Stettinius. The principal point of discussion was the immigration of Jews into Palestine and their return to countries which formerly harbored them.

However, on January 22, 1944 Roosevelt issued an order which stated: "It is the policy of the Government to give aid to all victims of religious, racial, or political persecution." With such phrases a new institution was made palatable for the Americans, an institution designed solely to look after Jewish interests. For by this order, which vouchsafes American help for Jewish refugees throughout the world, the establishment of a "War Refugees Board" was proclaimed simultaneously. This Board is headed by the American Secretaries Hull, Stimson, and Morgenthau, and its office is in the White House.
The purpose of this agency is not only to render all kinds of assistance to Jewish refugees and to Jews who still live as guests of their countries, but also to facilitate and carry out their further transportation to Palestine or any other destination desired by them.

In order to expedite and facilitate these measures the American embassies were placed in the service of this new agency. The American diplomats were instructed to make thorough studies in the various countries concerning the situation of the Jewish refugees, as well as the living conditions of the still remaining Jews there, and to contact the local authorities with a view to ascertaining to what extent the countries in question were willing to support the American, that is, the Jewish plans, and whether they would accept refugees or permit their transit. The instructions were formulated in such a way that the Ambassadors are in a position to exert at any time suitable pressure upon the neutral countries.

Meanwhile, the War Refugee Board has appointed special representatives for the various countries. These representatives enjoy diplomatic immunity and receive any desired assistance from the American embassies. A Jew named Wieschmann was appointed representative in Turkey, and he has already departed for Washington in order to make a personal report on the situation with regard to the Jewish refugees in the Balkans. For Switzerland McClelland, the American Minister in Bern, and for Portugal Dr. Robert Dexter were appointed.

World Jewry is well aware as to what it owes to its puppet Roosevelt for his renewed help. The Jewish aid society "Hias" (Hebrew Sheltering and Immigrant Aid Society) placed immediately $100,000 at the disposal of the War Refugee Board. The "American Jewish Conference" and the "Emergency Committee to Save the Jews in Europe" expressed satisfaction with Roosevelt's action. The "American Jewish Committee" expressed thanks in a letter to the President. The "Jewish Labor Committee," gave its joy expression in a message to the effect that the President's action was the greatest historical event in the field of endeavor for the protection of the Jews, just as the planned measures for "rehabilitation."

The establishment of the "War Refugee Board" is only one of many measures which Roosevelt, who is surrounded by Jews, has taken. It is therefore comprehensible that the Hebrews are doing everything in their power to re-elect "their President," who up to now has done more in the interest of the Jews than of his own nation.
Roosevelt, who recently spent his vacation of several weeks on the estate of the Jew Baruch, and to whom the Jewish senator Celler referred as the House of the Twentieth Century, has once again demonstrated through the establishment of the War Refugees Board to what great extent he stands in the service of world Jewry and that he really deserved the homage rendered him by the Jews.

Inasmuch as the War Refugees Board operates directly under Roosevelt and is responsible to him only, but in reality was set up to look after Jewish interests, it is only proper not only to throw light on the aims and purposes of this "government agency" but also to call attention to its origin.

At Roosevelt's instigation a conference took place from July 8 to July 15, 1938 in the Swiss town of Brienz at which the refugee problem was discussed and in which representatives of European and American governments participated. The result failed to satisfy the Jews who held Lord Winterton, the head of the British Delegation, primarily responsible for this outcome. The outward visible result of the negotiations was the creation of a committee, called the Inter-Government Committee, which was charged with the task of carrying out a definite program.

However, the Jews were by no means satisfied with the work of this committee. Through their excellent contacts with President Roosevelt they succeeded in having him call a second refugee conference which met in Bermuda towards the end of 1942 and which announced that it "formulated recommendations which, however, for military reasons could not be made public." Apparently, the results were so secret that they were withheld even from Roosevelt, for in August of last year he announced that a new refugee conference would meet in London. These negotiations took place at the end of March 1944. The American delegation was headed by Under Secretary for Foreign Affairs Stettinius. The principal point of discussion was the immigration of Jews into Palestine and their return to countries which formerly harbored them.

However, on January 22, 1944 Roosevelt issued an order which stated: "It is the policy of the Government to give aid to all victims of religious, racial, or political persecution." With such phrases a new institution was made palatable for the Americans, an institution designed solely to look after Jewish interests. For by this order, which vouches for American help for Jewish refugees throughout the world, the establishment of a "War Refugees Board" was proclaimed simultaneously. This Board is headed by the American Secretaries Hull, Stimson, and Morgenthau, and its office is in the White House.
The purpose of this agency is not only to render all kinds of assistance to Jewish refugees and to Jews who still live as guests of their countries, but also to facilitate and carry out their further transportation to Palestine or any other destination desired by them.

In order to expedite and facilitate these measures the American embassies were placed in the service of this new agency. The American diplomats were instructed to make thorough studies in the various countries concerning the situation of the Jewish refugees, as well as the living conditions of the still remaining Jews there, and to contact the local authorities with a view to ascertaining to what extent the countries in question were willing to support the American, that is, the Jewish plans, and whether they would accept refugees or permit their transit. The instructions were formulated in such a way that the Ambassadors are in a position to exert at any time suitable pressure upon the neutral countries.

Meanwhile, the War Refugee Board has appointed special representatives for the various countries. These representatives enjoy diplomatic immunity and receive any desired assistance from the American embassies. A Jew named Hirschmann was appointed representative in Turkey, and he has already departed for Washington in order to make a personal report on the situation with regard to the Jewish refugees in the Balkans. For Switzerland McClelland, the American Minister in Bern, and for Portugal Dr. Robert Dexter were appointed.

World Jewry is well aware of what it owes to its puppet Roosevelt for his renewed help. The Jewish aid society "Hias" (Hebrew Sheltering and Immigrant Aid Society) placed immediately $100,000 at the disposal of the War Refugee Board. The "American Jewish Conference" and the "Emergency Committee to Save the Jews in Europe" expressed satisfaction with Roosevelt's action. The "American Jewish Committee" expressed thanks in a letter to the President. The "Jewish Labor Committee," gave its joy expression in a message to the effect that the President's action was the greatest historical event in the field of endeavor for the protection of the Jews, just as the planned measures for "rehabilitation."

The establishment of the "War Refugee Board" is only one of many measures which Roosevelt, who is surrounded by Jews, has taken. It is therefore comprehensible that the Hebrews are doing everything in their power to re-elect "their President," who up to now has done more in the interest of the Jews than of his own nation.
Thousands of Jews Saved
By U. S. War Refugee Board

WASHINGTON, April 12—The
War Refugee Board, set up by
President Roosevelt in February,
today took credit for a possible
saving of 40,000 Jewish refugees
by direct pressure on the Rum-
anian Government and announced
it will try to do more in the Bal-
kans before the Allies invade.

According to John W. Pehle,
Executive Director of the Board,
made up of the Secretaries of
State, Treasury, and War, the
Board was instrumental in getting
40,000 of 100,000 Jews banished
from Transylvania moved out of the path
of the retreating German army.

Rescue of Balkan Jews, Mr.
Pehle indicated, is largely in the
hands of Ira Hirschmann, the
Board's representative in Ankara;
Turkey. Mr. Hirschmann is Vice-
President of Bloomingdale's De-
partment Store in New York City.

Olsen in Sweden
Appointment of Tor C. Olsen
as the Board's special representa-
tive in Stockholm, Sweden, has
just been announced. A resident
of Gilford, N. H., Mr. Olsen is a
native of Norway, who has been
financial attaché of the Treasury
Division of Monetary Research.

Mr. Pehle's description of the
Board's accomplishments in the
last two months coincided with
the arrival here from London yest-
day of Sir Herbert Samuel,
head of the Intergovernment Com-
mittee on Refugees, set up by 22
governments in Britain, France, in
1942. The Committee recently
agreed with the United Nations
Relief and Rehabilitation Admini-
stration on a division of powers
...
REPORTS FEDERAL AID IN RESCURING OF JEWS

Pehle Says Refugee Board Will Spend $17,000,000 This Year

Special to The New York Times.

CHICAGO—April 2—Progress in efforts to save Jewish and other victims of Nazi persecution in Europe was outlined today at closing sessions of a two-day Midwest conference of the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee.

John W. Pehle of New York, director of the committee's war refugee board, described plans for the expenditure this year of $17,000,000 for overseas relief and said that the board had the direct aid of this country's diplomatic, fiscal and military agencies, as well as facilities of the Office of War Information and the War Shipping Administration.

Joseph C. Hyman of New York, executive vice chairman of the committee, praised the aid given by Christian churches. He mentioned the helpful acts of Pope Pius XII for the relief and protection not only of Jewish but of other victims of persecution.
Looking to a Day of Reckoning

The machinery set in motion by President Roosevelt's January executive order establishing a War Refugee Board to rescue victims of Nazi terror has now received the strongest moral support that the United States and Great Britain can give. On March 24 the President appealed to Germans and "every man everywhere under German domination" to block the Hitlerian massacres and mass deportations; he also pledged that all Nazis and their satellites who share the guilt of war crimes "shall share the punishment." On Thursday Anthony Eden, British Foreign Secretary, in a similar statement from the House of Commons, warned the German satellites that if they participate even indirectly in the persecution of the Jews and other minorities they will be liable to the same punishment as German war criminals. Referring to President Roosevelt's statement, he said: "The British government at once wholeheartedly associated itself with the United States in this matter." Mr. Eden went even farther than the President by promising reward for merciful acts. "There are individuals and even official authorities among the German satellites," he said, "who have resisted the evil German example and shown toleration and mercy. In the hope of encouraging such good deeds and increasing their number, the British government has made it plain that those who have followed the right path will also not be forgotten on the day of reckoning."

The two statements will no doubt have influence in the Balkans; the President's statement in particular emphasized the new danger to Jews who have taken refuge in border states from the German occupation of Romania and Hungary. There is hope that citizens and even officials in those lands will heed the warnings, with the result that more refugees can escape.
WASHINGTON, March 24 (SP) —

Following is the text of President Roosevelt's statement today promoting help to rescue the victims of brutality of the Nazis and Japanese:

The United Nations are fighting to make a world in which tyranny and aggression cannot exist; a world based upon freedom, equality and justice; a world in which all persons regardless of race, color or creed may live in peace, honor and dignity.

In the meantime, in most of Europe and in parts of Asia, the systematic torture and murder of civilians—men, women and children—by the Nazis and the Japanese continue unabated. In areas subjugated by the aggressors, Poles, Czechs, Norwegians, Dutch, Danes, French, Russians, Spaniards, Chinese, Filipinos and many others are lying dead or frozen to death or murdered in cold blood in a campaign of savagery.

Cites Slaughter of Captives

The slaughters of Warsaw, Lida, Katyn and Nanking, the brutal torture and murder by the Japanese, not only of civilians but of our own gallant American soldiers and airmen—all these are startling examples of what goes on day by day, year in and year out, wherever the Nazis and their allies are in military control, free to follow their barbaric purpose.

In one of the blackest crimes of all history, begun by the Nazis in the days of peace and multiplied a hundred times in time of war—the wholesale systematic murder of the Jews of Europe goes on unabated even today. As a result of the events of the last few days hundreds of thousands of Jews who, while living under persecution, at least found a haven from death in Hungary and the Balkans, are now threatened with annihilation as Hitler's forces descend more heavily upon these lands. That these innocent people, who have already survived a decade of Hitler's fury, should perish on the very eve of triumph over the barbarism with which their persecution symbolizes, would be a major tragedy.

It is therefore fitting that we should again proclaim our determination that none who participate in these acts of savagery shall go unpunished. The United Nations have made it clear that they will pursue the guilty and deliver them up in order that justice be done. That warning applies not only to the leaders but also to their functionaries and auxiliaries in Germany and in the satellite countries. All who knowingly take part in the deportation of Jews to their death in Poland or Norway and of French to their death in Germany are equally guilty with the executioners. All who share the guilt shall share the punishment.

Hitler is committing these crimes against humanity in the name of the German people. I ask every German and every man everywhere under Nazi domination to show the world by his action that in his heart he does not share these insane criminal desires. Let him rise in protest against these crimes and help them to get over their horror, and do what he can to save them from the Nazi hangman. I ask him to keep watch, and to record the evidence that will one day be used to convict the guilty.

In the meantime, and until the victory that is now secured is won, the United States will persevere in its efforts to rescue the victims of brutality of the Nazis and the Japanese. In so far as it is possible and necessary, the United States Government will use every means at its command to aid the escape of all intended victims of the Nazi and Japanese criminalities, regardless of race or religion or color. We call upon the free peoples of Europe and Asia temporarily to open their barriers to the victims of oppression. We shall find haven for refuge for the Nazi and Japanese victims of persecution. We shall help them to escape, and we shall find the means for their maintenance, and then, until the tyrant is driven from his homeland, and they may return.

In the name of justice and humanity let all freedom-loving people rally to this righteous undertaking.

John W. Pohle
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Refugee Board Meets

The War Refugee Board, created by President Roosevelt to make plans for the rescue and relief of victims of enemy oppression, holds its first bimonthly meeting. Left to right: Secretary of State Hull, Secretary of Treasury Morgenthau, and Secretary of War Stimson.
The Federal Diary

By Jerry Kutte

The War Refugee Board had an important meeting the other day, and photographers were allowed to come in to get the first picture of the members who include Secretaries Hull, Glimpse and Morganthen. As the photographers prepared to shoot, Secretary Hull had a weary, dead-pen look on his face. A photographer suggested that he smile, but Hull didn't move a muscle. Finally, one of the photographers asked: "Mr. Secretary could you give us an animate look?"

"I never look animated," said Hull in his Tennessee drawl. "unless someone throws a rock at me."
After a meeting of the War Refugee Board yesterday, its members—Secretaries Hull, Stimson and Morgenthau posed for a group of photographers. Boothered by Hull’s characteristically deadpan expression, one of the cameramen asked him, “couldn’t you look a little more animated?”

“I never look animated,” Hull drawled—“unless somebody throws a rock at me!”
Ours Is a Life-Saving Expedition

John W. Pehle on His Task

Mr. John W. Pehle has made the following statement for the forthcoming issue of "The Answer":

"As Acting Director of the War Refugee Board, I am aware that we face perhaps the greatest humanitarian task of all time. I am aware of the urgency of that task. We must thwart the Nazi program swiftly and decisively.

"The problems before us are complex and difficult. Facilities must be arranged for evacuation. Means of transportation must be found. Havens of refuge must be opened up. Help must somehow be given to those who cannot escape.

"We have no blueprints to guide us. We have no precedents to show us the way. There are no precedents, no pat formulas to meet these problems. But we ARE meeting them and I am confident that the results will be inspiring, when they can be told.

"We are encouraging the movement of Jews from German-occupied and satellite countries. We are negotiating with neutral countries to absorb refugees on either a temporary or permanent basis. We are working to establish havens of refuge in territories under United Nations control. We are waging psychological warfare to influence the government of satellite countries to stop the persecution of Jews and to stop their deportation to Poland. And we are bringing home to the benchmen of the Axis our country's firm determination to punish the guilty when the day of reckoning comes. To implement the Board's program of action special attaches with diplomatic status are now being stationed in places where aid can be given to those who have thus far escaped with their lives. We are cooperating and we will cooperate with any private agency which can help us in carrying out our gargantuan task.

"Ours is a life-saving expedition. There is no time to spare. We MUST succeed."
Creation of New Board Hailed at Jewish Council Meeting

Prompt and resolute action by the War Refugee Board to the rescue of oppressed minorities will bring substantial results, Senator James E. Murray of Montana told the third annual conference of the Jewish Council for Russian War Relief yesterday in Manhattan Center, Thirty-fourth Street and Eighth Avenue.

A quota of $2,000,000 of gifts-in-kind for 1944 was adopted by the 1,500 delegates representing 850 Jewish organizations from all sections of the country. A message from Herbert H. Lehman, director-general of the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Agency, praised the Russian War Relief and expressed the belief that its program would promote Jewish-American sanity.

Senator Murray, speaking as a Christian and a Catholic, said the Christian world could not afford to permit the barbarous persecution of the Jews to continue.

Supreme T. Klymchuk, Soviet Counsel General here, disclosed that the Soviet authorities had approved a plan permitting the council to send relief supplies to specially designated regions within the liberated areas that have traditionally been centers of large Jewish populations.
Mr. John Fohle, director of the War Refugee Board, created to save Jews and other victims of the Hitler regime, declared before a Jewish delegation that the Board so far has insufficient funds to conduct rescue work on a large scale. This was reported at a meeting of a large Jewish organization which had sent the delegation to the executive vice-director in Washington.

The Jewish delegation went to Washington under the following circumstances:

The director of the War Refugee Board has turned to many Jewish organizations asking them for information about their relief activity on behalf of the needy Jews in Europe and the measures taken to alleviate their plight. Since this particular organization has many other organizations affiliated with it and its activities on a great scale in rescuing Jews of Europe, it responded immediately to the director's request and worked out detailed plans for conducting rescue work. A delegation from this organization was then sent to Washington to submit the plans to director Fohle and to discuss certain instances where relief is of immediate necessity.

The delegation had an audience with the director but when the members pointed out certain instances where immediate aid is necessary, the director stated that aid immediately cannot be given because so far there is no money. The government has made no appropriation as yet for this purpose and opinion has it that Jews will be turned to to finance the rescue work.

Immediately the delegation visited a number of Congressman and Senators informing them about it. These gentlemen were perplexed but promised to look into the matter and prevail upon the three members of the Board that the government should finance the activity.

The delegation made it clear to the Congressmen and Senators that it is virtually impossible to impose the burden of such relief work upon the Jews. Several hundred million dollars is required for such work. It is a task which only the government can undertake. Besides, the U. S. A. has just decided on a program for 30 million dollar relief fund which cannot incorporate even part of the rescue work. No larger fund can be created by Jews. A few Senators immediately went to see Secretary of State, Cordell Hull, about the new situation.

At the meeting, where this problem was taken up, various plans were discussed how to affect the government's financing the rescue work. There was a divergence of opinion in connection with publishing the news. The opinion prevailed that the news should not be published as yet. A few Representatives declared that they will publish it. The question aroused a heated discussion particularly because of the Palestine resolution now under consideration. Some pointed out that since one cannot approach the State Department with many problems at the same time, the question of financing the rescue work should be postponed. On the other hand, there were others who argued that the Jewish people are in greater danger than the Jewish homeland and that if postponement should lead, God forbid, to the annihilation of a certain number of Jews, then it is more important to consider first the problem of financing the rescue work rather than talk about the Palestine resolution.
Jewish Morning Journal
Thursday, February 24, 1944

DIRECTOR OF WAR REFUGE BOARD DESCRIBES TO REPRESENTATIVE
OF JEWISH MORNING JOURNAL HOW RESCUE WORK IS BEING ORGANIZED

by H. Frank, Washington Correspondent
of Jewish Morning Journal

Mr. Frank relates the friendly manner in which Mr. Pehle received him and his
detailed answers to questions posed. He writes:

With reference to the work and aim of the War Refugee Board, Mr. Pehle declared that
it will keep within the framework of the executive order as outlined by President
Roosevelt when he established the Board on the 22nd of January of this year. He
then produced a copy of the order and underlined the following:

"It is the policy of this government to take all measures within its power
to rescue the victims of enemy oppression who are in imminent danger of death
and otherwise to afford such victims all possible relief and assistance consis-
tent with the successful prosecution of the war."

When asked to elaborate on this paragraph, Mr. Pehle remarked:

The War Refugee Board will not be a directly operative organization that is, it will
not rescue directly the victims of Nazi-occupied Europe. It will, however, help
facilitate relief and rescue work of various private as well as international
organizations and bodies. By private agencies, Mr. Pehle said, he means those that
are not governmental agencies. The J.D.C. is a private organization although it is
wholly subsidized by funds collected from the public. The Board will help such
organizations in various ways for instance to aid transmit funds for direct aid to
the victims, to obtain for them the necessary government permits to continue with
and extend their activities, so that there should be no obstacles on the part of the
government itself, to facilitate the movement of persons in occupied countries so
that they should have no difficulty in getting out of these countries and in general
do everything possible so that the work of the organizations will be conducted
smoothly and swiftly.

In order to carry this out in the best and quickest possible manner, the Board will
not limit itself to the small staff in Washington, but will also have special
representatives in the most important neutral countries, especially in Spain, Turkey,
countries through which a large number of victims is expected to be rescued.

However, this is not all. The War Refugee Board is very much interested in the
underground movements of the European countries through which it hopes to achieve
certain results. At this point Mr. Pehle spoke guardedly asking me to mention it
only in a general way. I therefore wish to emphasize the following: Efforts will
be made undoubted to get in touch with the underground movements, in one way or
another, drawing them into the work. Now, who, and what cannot be disclosed at this
time for obvious reasons. The Board will make use of every possible contact
American organizations have with the underground movements. Here Mr. Pehle mentioned
as an example the Jewish Labor Committee which has such contact. The Jewish
Labor Committee has already offered its full cooperation in this field and the Board will utilize it when the opportunity presents itself. In general, the work with the underground movements will be conducted quietly and secretly.

Mr. Fehlre wants it to be emphasized that the Board will not merely utilize the activities and facilities of this or that organization but those of Jewish and non-Jewish as well. The fact is that the Board has already sent out invitations to 90 organizations Jewish and non-Jewish doing relief work of such a nature, informing whether they are willing and ready to cooperate with the War Refugee Board. This work will not be limited, therefore, to particular bodies. It is understood, however, that those organizations possessing greater experience and financial means as well as better contact with the victims themselves and the underground movements will receive a greater degree of cooperation from the Refugee Board and their facilities and contacts will be utilized more often.

In reply to my question about the relationship and the division of work between the Refugee Board and other government agencies such as the UNRRA, the Intergovernmental Committee and others, Mr. Fehlre answered that he sees no difficulties or specific obstacles. UNRRA, he emphasized, was created to do direct relief and reconstruction work in areas freed from the enemy while the Refugee Board was created with the sole purpose of helping to rescue people from occupied territory. Should the Board see any instance in which UNRRA can be helpful, it will definitely turn to it for help and should the Board be able to aid UNRRA with certain information, it certainly will not refuse to do so. In general, it has not been clearly worked out where these two agencies part ways in their work but according to Mr. Fehlre, he expects the fullest cooperation. He did not wish to dwell on the Intergovernmental Committee but from the few words he dropped and from what he intimated I got the impression that our government is disappointed with the results of this international committee up till now. The truth of the matter is that we would not have had a War Refugee Board had this committee functioned properly bringing about proper results.

As to financing the work of the Board Mr. Fehlre explained that this question has not been clearly defined as yet. Considerable sums of money have been offered by private organizations which will be utilized wherever possible and advisable. However, some are of the opinion that the Board should turn to Congress with a request for a special appropriation for its work. It is not definite whether the Board will want to do it, for several reasons: First of all there is the danger that by bringing this problem to Congress a political question might be involved and the entire matter may become a political issue; secondly, obstacles might be made which might impede the rescue work and thirdly, many organizations, such as the J.D.C. and others, are against it because they do not want to drag in political issues and because they feel that without government funds they will have a freer hand. At any rate, Sharpeikin has not been solved as yet and as Mr. Fehlre expressed himself, it is a "hot question."

We further asked him: What is the Board planning to do with the rescued Jews. Will it help them, for instance, reach Eretz Israel so that they can establish themselves there? Mr. Fehlre's reply was that the Board is only interested in finding a temporary haven of refuge for the rescued Jews, what will happen to them later is beyond the framework of its activity. If there should be a possibility, for instance, to
get Jews to Eretz Israel through Turkey, it will be done, but to consider Eretz Israel as the sole haven of refuge is out of the question. In most cases the rescued people will be taken to special camps built in places adjacent to Europe. One camp, he mentioned, is already in existence in North Africa, not far from Casablanca. Other places in South Africa such as Angola, for instance, or in Latin American countries, Mr. Fehle declared, were not even considered because they are too far from Europe.

In answer to the question whether other countries will participate in the work of the War Refugee Board, Mr. Fehle replied that so far the work was undertaken by America only. If other countries should want to join in this work, he sees no reason why it should be impossible; at present, however, the attitude of other countries is not clear. When I took leave of Mr. Fehle he asked me to convey through the Jewish Morning Journal the following message to American Jews:

"The American government knows and understands the sentiments of American Jews in the great misfortune that befell European Jewry. We therefore wish to make it clear that the War Refugee Board is very earnest and sincere about carrying out the task entrusted to it. The Board will overlook no opportunities to carry out the policy as stated and implied in the President's order. The Board needs everyone's aid and cooperation in this difficult task."

The rest of the article is devoted to a biographical sketch of Mr. Fehle.
Officials Attend Dinner Honoring John W. Peake

A representative gathering from diplomatic and official circles attended the dinner last evening given by Peter H. Bergeon in honor of the Acting Prefect, of the War Refugees Board, and Mrs. John W. Peake.

The dinner took place at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Lindley on Massachusetts Ave. Among the guests were the Netherlands Ambassador, Dr. Alexander Londong; the Greek Ambassador and Mrs. Karamadopoulos, the Czechoslovakian Ambassador and Mrs. Kubek; the Swedish Minister and Mrs. Bonfrem, the Swiss Minister, the Polish Minister-Counselor and Mrs. Pudzianska, the Counselor of the Yugoslavia Embassy and Mrs. Batak, the Counselor of the Norwegian Embassy and Mrs. Ingens, the Counselor of the Greek Embassy and Mrs. Milion.

In addition were Senator and Mrs. Guy M. Gillette, Senator Elbert D. Thomas, Representative Andrew L. Somers, Representative Will Rogers, Jr., Representative and Mrs. Ensign Callow, the Assistant Secretary of the Interior and Mrs. Oscar Chapman, the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, Herbert C. Hadley, the Assistant General Counsel of the Treasury and Mrs. Judith L. Hadley, the Interior Department Solicitor and Mrs. Peake.
A Good Man in a Big Job

President Roosevelt a short time ago appointed a new War Refugee Board consisting of the Secretaries of State, War and the Treasury. Its primary function is to try to help the refugees from Europe, and especially the Jews, whom Hitler apparently intends to murder as rapidly as he can. It is perhaps only natural that a good deal of skepticism has been expressed regarding this new board. For several years, Great Britain and the United States have been engaged in little more than polite buck-passing in regard to this matter. The Intergovernmental Committee, and the two conferences that have been held, have produced many words of pious sympathy but practically no concrete action. However, it begins to look, finally, as though the United States Government really means business. John W. Pehle has just been appointed executive director of the War Refugee Board. Pehle is an able, aggressive administrator; for four years he has been head of the Foreign Funds Control in the Treasury, which has tied up Axis money in this country and thus prevented enemy espionage and infiltration in American business. Mr. Pehle's first job will be to get the refugees out of the neutral countries of Europe, in order to make room for more of them to get away from Hitler territory. We wish him all success in a job which can become, quite literally, one of the most important on earth.
Refugee Board

Headed by Pehle

John W. Pehle, a member of the Treasury Dept. since 1934, has been made acting executive director of the War Refugee Board, set up recently by President Roosevelt to handle refugee problems.

Pehle since 1940 has been assistant to Secretary of the Treasury Henry Morgenthau, Jr., and director of foreign funds control in the Treasury Dept. Besides Morgenthau, members of the new board include Secretary of State Cordell Hull and Secretary of War Henry Stimson.
For Refugees

Why John W. Peble has been appointed only acting director of the new War Refugees Board—recently set up by Congress to attempt the rescue of the victims of enemy oppression—is a question that will arouse some speculation. No doubt there has been some competition by several groups to nominate the holder of this key position. If this is the case, perhaps the board, which is composed of the heads of State, War and Treasury Departments, thought of this kind of appointment as a method of easing Mr. Peble into the substantive position. It is to be hoped so. For Mr. Peble meets the specifications we ourselves advanced in showing the singular importance of the executive position in the new body created by Congress. He has the enthusiasm and energy of youth, organizational experience, proved ability in creating an administrative agency de novo, and an intimate contact with foreign governments.

Mr. Peble goes to the War Refugee Board from the Treasury, where he was assistant general counsel. Specifically his job was the direction of the control of foreign funds. This control he established from the ground up, and to him alone is due the formulation of rules and procedures for one of the most novel and complicated tasks ever undertaken by a Government agency. It is the general testimony that he has done a remarkably competent job. That he will be as useful in his new sphere is the conclusion of the Emergency Committee to Save the Jewish People of Europe. It will be a hard task. Already, as is obvious from Turkey's decision to tighten the rules against admission of refugees, an urgent job of no mean proportions awaits him, even while he is building up his organization. If we cannot stop the massacres now going on, at least we can set up centers where the rescue can go, and enlist the cooperation of other countries. We have been lagging in this humanitarian duty. On Mr. Peble the Congress will depend for making up for
PEHLE NAMED CHIEF OF REFUGEE BOARD

WASHINGTON, FEB. 6—One of the first and most important tasks of the new War Refugee Board will be to see that refugees are moved out of European neutral countries to make room for others who might escape from Nazi-dominated areas to take their places, according to John W. Pehe, whose appointment as acting executive director of the board was announced today.

In his new capacity Mr. Pehe has received leave of absence from his old job as assistant to the Secretary of the Treasury and Director of Foreign Private Control. He has had wide experience in negotiating with representatives of foreign governments and private agencies interested in relief and refugee operations.

The prompt transfer of refugees from such neutral countries as Spain, explained Mr. Pehe, would be expected to make their governments more willing to afford sanctuary to refugees who might reach their territory by the underground route or through deals with Germany and her satellites. To facilitate this transfer, it might be necessary to establish camps in such countries.

There is such a camp in North Africa and another, populated by escaped Poles, in Mexico.

The war refugee board will have only a small professional staff, said the new executive, but it will be able to use the personnel of other Government agencies and experts to work also through private international agencies. Its chief helpmate will probably be in the underground organizations which exist in all countries dominated by the Nazis, Mr. Pehe added. As a result, its operations will be carried on largely in the dark and the impress nature of its methods and accomplishments will probably not be recorded until after the war.

The board will be able to make use of Government foods, but to a large extent its activities may be financed privately. It will assume on operating responsibilities, but it will act as an agency seeking to enable refugees whose lives are in danger to find temporary shelter, and to this end to provide them with money, help and food. The board will appoint representatives in European neutral countries, the most important of which is Spain.

The board will cooperate closely with the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration and the Foreign Economic Administration.

Representative Will Rogers Jr. and flavorful Hans Berger, co-chairman of the Emergency Committee to Save the Jewish People of Europe, hailed the appointment of Mr. Pehe as clearing the road for immediate and effective action and aid.

"Every day that passes sees the doors of thousands of Jewish men, women and children, many of whom can be saved."
An Active Operating Organization

WITH THE APPOINTMENT of an executive director, the recently formed War Refugee Board will go into full action. Without a visit to Washington, however, the board already has taken a series of positive steps—enough to demonstrate that it will be an active operating agency, not just another bureau or commission. For the first time, the United States Government has an operating agency under authority to do everything within the power of this Government to rescue victims of Nazi oppression who are in imminent danger of death.

The qualification, "who are in imminent danger of death," is important. Undoubtedly, millions of people of Europe would like to emigrate, but a great majority of them do not live under a sentence of immediate death. Some are suffering from malnutrition. Some may lose their lives accidentally from bombs or, as in Italy, if they happen to be close to the battle line. From time to time some may be seized as hostages and later executed for actions for which they had no individual responsibility.

The peoples of Europe as a whole can be liberated only by the defeat of the Nazi. But among them are some who have undertaken to exterminate. Among these, the largest group are the Jews. But there are others. The responsibility of the War Refugee Board, consisting of the Secretaries of State, Treasury, and War, is to do everything possible to rescue or otherwise assist individuals in Europe who are in imminent danger of death.

IN GENERAL, there are two ways in which these doomed peoples might be rescued. One is by large-scale evolutions conducted with the consent of the German or satellite governments. The other is by underground. From time to time, rumors have been current that the Germans would consent to the evacuation of Jews from certain areas of Europe. Although these are sometimes well-founded, the rumors have seldom, if ever, been substantiated. Probably none of these were deliberate Nazi propaganda designed to create trouble for Britain and the United States. Building upon past experiences, if the Germans were to turn loose any of these people it would be to only its return, for fat punishment. Any proposal for large-scale evacuation, therefore, can be discarded at the outset.

Since the Governments of neutral countries have allowed many Jews to enter their territories, it has been rumored that the United States might attempt to aid in the establishment on the borderlands of a form of"homelands". This is unlikely, for the United States will be fighting for survival, and it is far from certain that it will be able to sustain an extensive "homeland" of its own, let alone one for others.

Another possibility is to secure the assistance of the Allied Governments directly. The British, French, and Russians have been known to introduce Jews into their territories, and it is possible that they may be willing to take more. However, the success of the "underground" method depends largely upon the attitude of the various governments of the countries contiguous to non-controlled Europe, especially Switzerland, Spain, and Turkey. The State Department is sending special attaches to these governments to devise schemes for the evacuation of Jews from these countries. The German authorities are in the process of evacuating Jews from the Auschwitz area, and it is possible that they may be willing to cooperate.

The success of the War Refugee Board will depend upon the success of these various efforts. The United States Government must do all in its power to facilitate these operations. It is possible, also, that can be extended to some people who cannot be rescued. Perhaps the best way to do this is to provide financial assistance through the International Red Cross. This, at least, is a possibility which will be explored.

Also, as the satellite nations become independent of the governments of the United States, their relations and policies with respect to these occasions will be determined by the United States itself. Therefore, the United States must be prepared to act accordingly. It is important that the United States Government be in control of the situation, and it is necessary that it be able to make its own decisions. The United States must be prepared to act accordingly.
CONFER ON REFUGEE BOARD

President and Morgenthau Discuss Possible Personnel

Special to The New York Times.
WASHINGTON, Feb. 3—President Roosevelt conferred this afternoon with Secretary Morgenthau about the appointment of a full-time executive director and possible other staff for the new War Refugee Board.

Speculation centers upon John W. Pelee, head of the Treasury's Foreign Fund Control organization, as the probable selection for executive director. Announcement of the appointment is expected tomorrow.

The board, made up of the Secretaries of State, War and Treasury, is charged with responsibility for action "for the immediate rescue from the Nazis of as many as possible of the persecuted minorities of Europe, racial, religious or political, all civilian victims of enemy aggression."
Pehle Reported
Slated to Head
Refugee Board

Staff to Aid Rescue of
Jews Is Likely To Be
Established Immediately

By Ann Cottrell
WASHINGTON, Feb. 2.—Strong
indications appeared today that a
candidate favored by Henry M.
Morgenthau Jr., Secretary of the
Treasury, for the post of executive
director of the War Refugee Board
will be appointed, possibly to­
morrow, thus lessening the anxiety
of the emergency committee to
save the Jewish people of Europe
over the lack of a functioning staff
and a concrete program to rescue
thousands of Jews from the occu­
pied countries.

Although the State Department,
which in the past opposed the
creation of such a board, is known
to have its own choice, the name of
John W. Pehle, director of Foreign
Funds Control of the Treasury,
appeared most prominent today.
Also mentioned as possible direc­
tors were Leon Henderson, former
price administrator, and Oscar L.
Chapman, Assistant Secretary of
Interior.

The board was established on
Jan. 31 by President Roosevelt and
is composed of Mr. Morgenthau,
Cordell Hull, Secretary of State,
and Henry L. Stimson, Secretary of
War. When he announced the
formation of the board, long sought
by the emergency committee to
save the Jewish people, the Pres­
ident said it would be headed by a
full-time executive director. In
view of the time that has elapsed
since the formation of the board
and the lack of news of an execu­
tive director, it has been reported
that board members could not
reach an agreement.

So far the only step taken by the
board toward effecting the rescue
of the Jews of Europe has been to
call on American diplomatic of­
ficers to aid in the program and
report on information as to the
permission granted war refugees to
enter each country.
A BEGINNING OF RESCUE

The War Refugee Board created by President Roosevelt has a difficult task before it, as the executive order points out. The task is to do what can be done, consistent with fighting and winning the war, to rescue as many as possible of the persecuted minorities of Europe from Nazi savagery.

In this effort Secretaries Hull, Morgenthau and Stimson will have strong American support. In time the cooperation of other United Nations and neutral Governments is expected. Meanwhile, working with such national, international and private relief agencies as have already been set up, we have begun the job.

What can be done is problematic, total war being the heartless thing that it is. Large-scale aid for Hitler's 16,000,000 homeless victims must clearly wait until the conflagration can be controlled. To appeal to the Nazis in the name of humanity is futile. While the flames of their hatred still rage in all corners of Europe the rescuers can do little more than carry out the comparatively few sufferers that can be reached.

We may be sure that all measures within the power of this Government will be taken. For a beginning, the stranded people who hide in terror in the ports of Europe are now available to our ships can be removed to temporary havens outside Europe, where they can be fed and clothed. To that extent, at least, the Nazi lust for extermination can be halted while we get on with the prime and titanic business of crushing the forces that have brought this horror upon the world.
Roosevelt Board Is Negotiating To Save Refugees From Nazis

WASHINGTON, Jan. 29—The new War Refugees Board, meeting four days after its establishment by President Roosevelt, said today that negotiations were under way with foreign Governments to determine the extent to which they were willing to cooperate in rescuing Jews and other victims of Nazi aggression.

The board made its announcement through the Treasury, pending the setting up of its own organization, following its first meeting held on Wednesday. Secretaries Hull, Morgenthau and Stimson, who comprise the board, were all present.

Beyond their statement that foreign Governments were being approached to ascertain the extent to which they were prepared to cooperate, the board said that all United States diplomats and consular officers throughout the world had been instructed "to do everything possible to effectuate this Government's war-refugee policy as announced by the President, hearing in mind the urgency of the problem."

In its announcement of actions taken, the board said that diplomatic and consular officers had been directed to cooperate "with all public agencies and established private organizations in the rescue areas."

The board said the diplomatic and consular officers had been requested to make "immediate reports" concerning conditions existing in each country with regard to whether refugees would be permitted to enter, and, where refugees were refused entry at frontiers, explanations why they were refused.

The board's announcement covered the following points:

"All missions were advised that instructions had been issued by the President to the Secretary of State, the Secretary of the Treasury and the Secretary of War to endeavor to effect immediately the rescue and relief of Jews in Europe and of other victims of Nazi terror.

"For the purpose of carrying out this policy, the President's Order sets up a War Refugee Board composed of the Secretary of State, the Secretary of the Treasury, and the Secretary of War. This board is responsible to the President, and to it is assigned the responsibility for carrying out the policy above announced. While the board is responsible directly for giving effect to the policy, it is directed to work with UNRRA, the Inter-

Governmental Committees, and other appropriate international organizations.

"The President made it clear that in dealing with this important and difficult problem he expected to have full cooperation from the governments of the United Nations and other foreign governments. The President emphasized the urgent necessity of curtailing the Nazi design to exterminate Jewish and other minority groups in Europe."

Wide Cooperation Sought

"Cooperation was directed with all public agencies and established private organizations in the rescue areas from those officers who are dealing with this problem to the end that effective programs and measures for relief, rescue, maintenance, and transportation of persecuted victims may be developed and carried out. Immediate reports relating to the situation existing in the countries of the respective officers have been requested, which should include information as to the permission granted to war refugees to enter each country, the encouragement and cooperation given to such entry, and the extent to which each country does not cooperate in permitting entry.

"Recommendations as to possible lines of action have been asked, with notation of special obstacles which may handicap rescue operations and methods of overcoming such obstacles.

"Foreign governments are being approached to ascertain the extent to which they are prepared to cooperate."

W. E. Times
1-30-44
Naming of Refugee Board Complicates Allied Relief Picture

By HELEN KIERPATRICK

Special Correspondent of The Star AND CHICAGO DAILY NEWS

LONDON, Jan. 26—American, British and Allied relief officials were apparently surprised and confused by President Roosevelt's recent announcement of the appointment of a war refugee board.

The new board set up by executive order last Saturday to take action for the immediate rescue from the hands of as many as possible of the persecuted minorities of Europe, racial, religious or political, all civilian victims of enemy savagery, was announced as comprising Secretaries Hull, Morgenthau and Stimson, directly responsible to the President.

Relief officials here see the President's board as cutting directly across both the Inter-Governmental Committee for Refugees and the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration.

Board Established Last Spring

The British's refugee conference, on United States initiative, established last spring a board to deal with the refugee question. All Allied governments are represented on it and its function is to try to obtain the release from Nazi custody of persecuted persons and to secure for their safe transport to some country where they may find work and homes.

The UNRRA, which grew out of the London committee, was designed—again largely on the initiative of the United States—to organize, systematize and equalize the work of rehabilitation and relief in Europe, to prevent overlapping and to eliminate competition.

Instead of each Allied government running its own relief and private organization, with all competing for limited amount of foodstuffs, clothing and medical supplies, a simple organization was decided upon.

To date the Inter-Governmental Committee for Refugees has not been able to accomplish a great deal for the simple reason that a large number of non-European countries do not want to take any more refugees.

No new committee is likely to be able to persuade the South American, Canadian or United States governments to change on this. It is felt among relief officials here...
STATE DEPARTMENT AUTHORIZES VAAD HAHATZALA TO DO RESCUE WORK
(Special report by A. Reichman)

A communication received by the Agudah Haravenea from the State and Treasury
Departments discloses that the government has given its authorization and approval
for the Vaad Hahatzaa, famous relief organisation of orthodox Jewry, to extend its
rescue activities to include general Jewish rescue work, that is, rescuing
not only orthodox Jewish refugees, but also all other Jews who could be snatched from
the clutches of death, now has the opportunity to extend its rescue activities with
the blessings of our government in Washington.

The Vaad Hahatzaa has already remitted $154,000 for immediate rescue

The Vaad Hahatzaa has already given its answer to the historic and humanitarian
gesture of the American government, which has just created a special government agency —
the War Refugee Board — with the aim to undertake immediate and practical steps
for the rescue of unfortunate European Jewry.

After President Roosevelt announced the decision of the government to create
the War Refugee Board, placing at the head of this government commission the greatest
and most important diplomatic, military and economic experts in the country, and on
the basis of the above-mentioned communication from Washington to the Vaad Hahatzaa —
the leaders of the Vaad called an urgent meeting of the administrative board in order
to map out a plan for rapid action in the field of relief for those who have the
opportunity now to be rescued.

At this meeting, held Monday evening at the office of the Vaad Hahatzaa, 132
Nassau Street, with Rabbi Israel Rosenberg presiding, and attended by a number of
prominent personalities, heads of yeshivas, rabbis, social workers and lay-leaders,
tens of thousands of dollars were collected on the spot (through loans), thus enabling
the Vaad Hahatzaa to remit $154,000 at once for the rescue of thousands of Jewish
people numbering many Torah scholars.

Many ten thousands of dollars were spent by the Vaad Hahatzaa in the course
of the past year to rescue Jews from the European valley of tears; hundreds and
perhaps thousands of Jewish men, women and children were recently rescued from a
horrible death, thanks to the vigilance and tireless work of the Vaad Hahatzaa.

Now, however, with the remittance of $154,000 — is the first time the Vaad Hahatzaa
has managed to collect so swiftly and remit such a large sum for general Jewish rescue.

At the present moment the Vaad Hahatzaa is preparing to arouse American Jewry
to seize the opportunity to rescue tens of thousands of Jews from the European
calamity. The rescue activity, which is already going on, must not be interrupted but
strengthened and accelerated.

The same news item is repeated in the Jewish Daily Forward.

Trans.
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GO - Massa, Pells, Luxford, Dubois, E.M. Bernstein, Lesser,
Friedman, Miss Hodel
Refugee Board’s Aid Mainly Moral

An Intimate Message From Washington

By Mary Bomaday

Just what can President Roosevelt’s new War Refugee Board be expected to accomplish?

This is the board of Cabinet officers, you recall, that has just been set up at the request of the Emergency Committee to Save the Jewish people of Europe, which has among its members as many Gentiles as Jews, if not more of the former.

President Roosevelt matched the initiative away from Congress after the Senate Foreign Relations Committee had unanimously approved such a board and the House had tabled it on advice from Breckenridge Long, Assistant Secretary of State, who said that the Department of State is already doing everything legal to promote the rescue of these people.

The committee, which the President has not obeyed by an executive order, does not agree with Mr. Long. They have a program. They hope the new board can get moving where the Jews in occupied countries are being murdered by the Nazis or at last long and liberated by in-operating United Nations agreed.

It should be pointed out right from the start that the committee does not contemplate bringing the reaped Jews to the United States, or even to the Western Hemisphere. It merely wants to have arrangements made in neutral, well Allied countries, such as Turkey, Sweden, Spain, Portugal, and Algeria, for special reservations from which escaping Jews whose countries have been invaded and temporarily sheltered and on the road, eventually transferred into the country, where it is estimated some 500,000 be accommodated.

In the event of the program, though uncertain, it has planned that the board will issue some strong statements regarding the Nazi High Command records versus the Nazis of the course.

The board, of course, cannot promise any place in Palestine since that is British business, but it can, if there is time, talk things over with the British.

Many of us, as observers, would probably take little stock in a board whose way to effective action seems this nebulous, but then, most of us have never been in the desperate mental state of some of the Jews of Europe.
RESCUE THE REFUGEES!

RARELY has the President made a more desirable and popular move than his appointment of the Secretaries of War, State and Treasury as a War Refugee Board to rescue as many as possible of Hitler's victims.

The fact that the Senate Foreign Relations Committee approved unanimously the Gillette-Taft-Baldwin-Rogers proposal for a similar board indicates how far this issue transcends partisan political or racial considerations. The object is purely humanitarian: to save the persecuted minorities who have escaped death but are in peril.

The all minorities properly are covered by the President's order—political, as well as racial and religious—the largest number are the Jews. They have been singled out by the Nazi for mass extermination. An estimated two million European Jews already have been wiped out. Perhaps four million remain. They are homeless. Those who are not murdered outright, and who escape destruction by torture, face death by starvation and neglect.

The rescue job is difficult but by no means impossible, because many are still in the satellite countries. Thus, when Sweden offered a temporary haven, 6000 Danish Jews promptly got out. This week about 850 are being taken by ship from Portugal and Spain to Palestine, thus making room for others to come into those transit countries.

But only an active official agency, backed by money and power, can arrange the intricate international facilities to rescue several hundred thousands instead of the few hundreds now escaping. Many can be taken out of France, Hungary, Romania and Bulgaria to temporary havens, which the board can set up in Portugal, Spain, North Africa, Turkey, Switzerland and Sweden. Palestine probably could care for half a million for the duration of the war if the British government would permit it.

This new board must not be allowed to limp along without effective action, like so many earlier efforts, including those of the Bermuda conference and the Inter-Governmental Refugees Committee. Time is short. The need is desperate.
Call Of Humanity

The President has foreseen certain action in Congress in behalf of the threatened Jews in Nazi-occupied Europe. He has set up a War Refugee Board to attempt the rescue of "the victims of enemy oppression who are in imminent danger of death." This decision follows the initiative of Senator Gillette, whose resolution to the same effect had already been reported out by the Foreign Relations Committee, and was on the calendar for Senate debate this week.

A similar resolution introduced by Representatives Will Rogers and Joseph C. Byrd was on its way through the House. Passage by an overwhelming majority had been indicated. The industrious labors done by the Emergency Committee to save the Jewish People in Europe had contributed to this prospect, and the committee is likewise entitled to credit for the President's forehanded move. The proponents of the legislative resolutions, who are drawn impartially from both parties in Congress, will no doubt welcome presidential action without reservation. Perhaps they would have rephrased the title to exclude the word "refugees," for, after all, the congressional aim was that steps should be taken before the Jews became refugees. But the purpose in establishing this new board embraces the object of the resolutions, and that is the main thing.

The new board will be composed of Secretaries Hull, Morgenthau and Stimson. An executive director will be appointed, and this, of course, will be the key post, to be filled, presumably, by a person of both distinction and energy. He is assured in advance of maximum cooperation by the State Department. The department already has been directed by recommendation of the board to appoint special attachés with diplomatic status, to be stationed in places where aid could be given to war refugees pending the development of permanent plans. Little can be done, of course, to stop the mass killing, which, according to the Archbishop of Canterbury, is going on at the rate of 10,000 Jews a day. But, as Senator Gillette has said, the murderers' hand might be stayed if the Big Three were to indicate that their recent statement on atrocities applied equally to Jew extermination programs.

It should have been done, immediately after Hitler's New Year declaration that "our whole life, our efforts, and our existence must be directed only one end: the extermination of the Jew all over Europe." The new measure is the other step the Jews had in mind in that it contemplates rescue and hospitality in special reservation camps in neutral and other territory. When the new agency sets up the centers to which the Jews can escape, there will be that much more encouragement to the Jews to escape Hitler's rule.

We hope the President will also be forehanded in the matter of feeding the starving people of occupied Europe. A resolution calling upon the administration to facilitate this humanitarian measure is going through Congress. It should be speeded up. If the President will not cut short its career by adopting its purpose. There is not the slightest reason why more help cannot be given European ships to Europe. The war will be won by military, not economic, means, and when this was realized, the major reason for opposition to this act of charity completely disappeared. We won't say it was willed to hold out against action. It was simply stupid, an example of how the mind fails to keep pace with the facts. No cost to this country would be involved in authorizing mercy ships to go to the beleaguered countries. The food to feed the ships and the personnel will all come from neutral countries. After the experience in Greece, where outside aid has saved thousands of lives, there is no further excuse for a moment's delay in authorizing aid.

Now that the President has anticipated congressional action in behalf of the Jews, he should anticipate congressional action in behalf of the children of Europe, for it is the children who would benefit most. No greater tragedies have been recorded in civilized history than those which are now striking our Congress.
Hull, Morgenthau and Stimson Are Directed to Aid Rescue of Victims of Axis Rule

FOR 'IMMEDIATE' ACTION

President Urges Forestalling Nazi Plan 'to Exterminate All Jews and Other Minorities'

WASHINGTON, Jan. 22—President Roosevelt set up by Executive Order today a War Refugee Board "to take action for the immediate rescue from the Nazis as many as possible of the persecuted minorities of Europe, racial, religious or political, all civilians victims of enemy savagery."

The board, which is directly responsible to the President, is composed of Secretary Hull, Secretary Morgenthau and Secretary Stimson. They will have a full-time executive director.

The Foreign Policy Association estimated last year that about 20,000,000 Europeans had been made refugees by Nazi action.

"A War Refugee Board will be set up," President Roosevelt said in his Executive Order today, "to take action for the immediate rescue from the Nazis as many as possible of the persecuted minorities of Europe, racial, religious or political, all civilians victims of enemy savagery."

President Roosevelt said that he expected to obtain the cooperation of the United Nations and other foreign governments in carrying out the program of the board.

The President's order said that the board's functions include, without limitation, the development of plans and programs and the coordination of all effective measures for (a) the rescue, transportation, maintenance and relief of the victims of enemy oppression, and (b) the establishment of havens of temporary refuge for such victims."

Diplomatic Status for Aides

It is said also that the State Department shall appoint "special aides" with diplomatic status on the recommendations of the board and that these shall be stationed abroad in places where it is likely that assistance can be rendered to war refugees.

The board and the State, Treasury and War Departments are authorized to accept the services or contributions, of any private persons, private organizations, state agencies or agencies of foreign governments in carrying out the purposes of this order, the President directed.

Of the four American representatives to the Anglo-American Conference on Refugee Problems at Bermuda last spring, only one would appear to be available for the position of executive director of the board. He is R. Borden Heaton of the State Department, 46 years old. The others were President Harold Willis Dodge of Princeton University, Senator Lind la Fisher of Utah, and Representative Sol Bloom of New York.

Fear of Spies Sealing Out

WASHINGTON, Jan. 22—One argument, against undertaking direct action in behalf of refugees in the past has been that Germany might be able to smuggle out spies and saboteurs along with the bona fide refugees. Smuggled through negotiation, The President's instruction that "havens of temporary refuge" be established for refugees was taken to mean, however, that they would go to areas where Nazi agents would be of little value to the enemy.

Negotiations for the release of refugees in areas yet to be liberated presumably would be conducted through the Swiss or other neutral governments.

It is thought that relief, which can be supplied through private contributions to the board, as well as with public funds, probably will be handled through the International Red Cross.
Refugee Board Is Established By Roosevelt
Agency to Take Immediate Action to Save as Many Nazi Victims as Possible

By Carl Levin
WASHINGTON, Jan. 22—President Roosevelt set up today a war refugee board, consisting of the Secretary of State, Treasury, and War, to take action for the immediate rescue from the Nazis of as many as possible of the persecuted minorities of Europe.

The board, the President announced, will have a full-time executive director to arrange for the prompt execution of the plans and programs developed and the measures initiated to effect the rescue. Mr. Roosevelt added that he expected to obtain the cooperation of all members of the United Nations and other foreign governments "in carrying out this difficult but important task.

In establishing the new board, which will function directly under him, the President declared in an executive order that "it is the policy of this government to take all measures within its power to rescue the victims of enemy oppression who are in imminent danger of death, and otherwise to afford such victims all possible relief and assistance consistent with the successful prosecution of the war." He added that the board will be charged with direct responsibility to him in seeing that the announced policy is carried out.

There was no indication in the announcement of the executive order that the President's action was an outgrowth of the Anglo-American conference on refugee problems held in Bermuda last April. Establishment of the committee, however, was the first concrete action taken by either government on the refugee problem since the conference, which was criticized in some circles as having accomplished nothing.

Non-sectarian and Jewish organizations, which have been in close contact with underground sources in occupied Europe as well as with the Allied governments-in-exile in London, have pleaded for months for concrete action to save as many as possible of the hundreds of thousands, and possibly millions of Jews, still remaining in Anti-European who are threatened with systematic extermination by the Nazis. Semi-official reports have fixed at as high as 3,000,000 the number of European Jews already slaughtered.

The American Jewish Congress and other groups have pointed out that a considerable number of those still living could escape to the Balkans, from which wavering Axis satellites might facilitate escape if the Allies set up the machinery to make this possible.

In delegating Henry L. Stimson, Secretary of War; Cordell Hull, Secretary of State, and Henry Morgenthau Jr., to take concrete action to save what he termed "civilians, victims of enemy policy," the President said that they will cooperate in this work with the Inter-Governmental Refugee Committee, which in recent months has been described in some quarters as being moribund, the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration, and other interested international organizations.

The White House announcement added that the existing facilities of the State, Treasury, and War Departments will be employed to aid Axis victims to the fullest extent possible and stressed that it was urgent that action be taken at once to forestall the plan of the Nazis to exterminate all the Jews and other persecuted minorities in Europe—racial, religious or political.

In taking "effective measures" for the rescue, transportation, maintenance and relief of the victims of enemy oppression and the establishment of havens of temporary refuge, the board was directed in the executive order to utilize, to the fullest extent possible, "the personnel, supplies, facilities and services of the State, Treasury and War Departments.

In addition, the order stated "the board, within the limits of funds which may be made available, may employ necessary personnel without regard for the civil service laws and regulations" and may accept the services or contributions of any private persons or organizations of any domestic or foreign government.

The order further directed the board to report to the President at frequent intervals concerning the steps taken and to recommend any further action it deems appropriate to overcome any difficulties encountered in the rescue and return of war refugees.
Roosevelt Moves

On Behalf of Jews

U. S. Departments Told to Extend Refugee Help

By the Associated Press ...

President Roosevelt created a War Refugee Board last night and directed it to attempt the rescue of "the victims of enemy oppression who are in imminent danger of death."

The board consists of the Secretaries of State, Treasury and War, who are empowered to appoint a full-time executive director to administer the refugee assistance program.

A White House statement said the President's action was designed to bring about immediate rescue from the Nazis of "as many as possible of the persecuted minorities of Europe—racial, religious or political—all civilian victims of enemy savagery."

The White House said that Mr. Roosevelt stressed that it was urgent for action to be taken at once "to forestall the plan of the Nazis to exterminate all the Jews and other persecuted minorities in Europe."

Decision as to how the goal could be accomplished was left to the board. It could, perhaps, make use of the International Red Cross, neutral diplomatic missions, or even underground movements in occupied lands.

Mr. Roosevelt stated, the White House said, that he expected to get the cooperation of all the United Nations and other foreign Governments in the program. The State Department was directed to appoint special attaches with diplomatic status, on recommendation of the board, to be stationed at spots where help might be rendered to war refugees.

The board will be charged not only with developing plans for the rescue of oppressed peoples, but also with working out measures for their transportation, maintenance and relief and for setting up "havens of temporary refuge."